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Corporations act, brands don’t. Reputation matters. Corporations need to have a voice and presence in times of crisis in order to maintain client confidence, trust, and good reputation.



E G H T ISIN R CO C During the past two years, companies have had to reassure a vast and expanding portfolio of stakeholders of their ability to operate smoothly and successfully through the most difficult economic period in decades. The simultaneous explosion of new media venues that allow companies to more effectively and instantaneously communicate with their constituents also permits emerging business issues to become headline news overnight, leaving little to no time to prepare for a response. More than ever, companies are faced with an overwhelming array of management, financial and communications challenges. Through all of this, the Chief Communications Officer (CCO) has had to become even more adept at navigating the complex landscape of communications challenges and opportunities that threaten company reputation. Spencer Stuart and Weber Shandwick have been monitoring the evolving role of the CCO since 2007 by partnering on a comprehensive and quantitative survey of global CCOs. The Rising CCO, now in its third year, examines the roles, responsibilities and opinions of CCOs in the world’s largest companies.
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– Fortune Global 500 CCO



Need for Crisis & Issues Management Escalates Crisis/issues management has soared during the past three years as a critical experience for tomorrow’s successful CCO. It is considered nearly twice as important in 2010 as it was in 2007.



• 



% Global CCOs citing Crisis Management as CCO Prerequisite 61% 48% 33% 2007



• 



2008



2010



An internet search of “crisis management” from January through August 2010 generated more than 92 million results compared to 2.4 million in all of 2007, underscoring the growing importance of the function.



“Whether management says so or not, amid crisis, management is expecting corporate communications to be proactive internally to coordinate key stakeholders and develop and implement a communications plan.” – Fortune Global 500 CCO 1



“How to effectively use social media to build consumer interest is the most critical corporate communications challenge in the year ahead.” – Fortune Global 500 CCO



Media Coverage favourability Takes on More Significance • 



The reaction from the media has consistently been at the top of the CCO’s list of effectiveness measures in our ongoing research. In 2010, media favourability rose even higher as a barometer of communications success, from 75% in 2007 and 74% in 2008 to 84% in 2010. In times of relentless bad news and often venomous online commentary, organisations are exceptionally hungry for their positive stories to be covered by respectable and responsible journalists.



Employee Opinion Surpasses CEO Opinion as Top Communications Effectiveness Measure • 



• 



CCOs increasingly report that employee satisfaction/engagement metrics are their effectiveness yardsticks, growing by 33% from 2007 to 2010. Employee engagement is also expected to be a top challenge/issue by CCOs in the upcoming year. These findings may not be surprising given reported employer expectations of worker attrition and the need to retain skilled talent upon economic recovery.



Social Media Continues to Rise on CCO Agendas • 



A growing number of CCOs believe that social media experience is critical for CCO “stars of tomorrow,” ranking it as the third most important experience behind business/financial and crisis/issues management.



• 



Social media/blogging is expected to be the communications tool that will increase most dramatically in importance over the course of the next year.



• 



CCOs cite social media/blogging as the most frequently added function to their departments during the past year.



RISING IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL MEDIA



For the first time since our tracking began, the CEO’s “gut feel” is not the top measure for evaluating communications programmes. This year saw a marked drop in the number of CCOs reporting that the CEO’s reaction to their work is important in judging effectiveness. Most likely this reflects the CEO’s preoccupation with business results during the tumultuous economic period combined with trust in the CCO’s ability to expertly manage communications.



2008



2010



New/social media experience among the most important qualifications for tomorrow’s corporate communicators



31%



54%



Social media/blogging the fastest growing communications resource for next year



28%



41%



Social media/blogging the top function/ responsibility added to department in past 12 months



35%



40%



Top 3 Effectiveness Measures 84% 74% 74%



75% 73%



81%



• 



Asked on an open-ended basis about the most critical challenges facing corporate communications in the year ahead, CCOs most frequently mentioned social or online media.



70% 60%



61% 2007



2008



CEO Gut Feel



Employee Satisfaction
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Online Threats to Reputation Should Escalate Social Media Imperative • 



Approximately one-third of global CCOs (34%) report that their companies experienced a social mediabased reputation threat during the past 12 months. Yet, just as many - 33% - say they are not prepared for managing these types of online reputational threats.



• 



Interestingly, CCOs of threatened companies are no more likely to believe they are well-prepared to deal with such a threat than their counterparts whose companies were not threatened. In fact, nearly onequarter of them (23%) say they are not prepared. Either they have not learned their lesson or realise the complexities and unknowns of managing reputation in social media.



Preparedness for a Social Media Threat Prepared for a social media threat (4-5)



35%



33%



Neither prepared/ unprepared (2) Not prepared for a social media threat (1-2)



42%



31%



36% 23% CCOs Whose Companies Experienced Threat



CCOs Who Companies Did not Experience a Threat



Social Media ROI is Unproven • 



Communications departments are not taking advantage of social network metrics. When CCOs are asked about the importance of communications effectiveness measures, only 14% say the number of Facebook or other social network users who “like” their company or join their company’s network groups is important. Even fewer, 10%, report that the number of people who follow their company on Twitter is important.



The critical communications issues from the downturn made corporate communications very valuable... and very busy with less folks to do the work. – Fortune Global 500 CCO © 2010 The Rising CCO III
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Social Media Preoccupation The novelty and relative low cost of social media coupled with manpower and budget constraints may be forcing communications professionals to shift attention from other critical functions and activities with potentially damaging effects... • 



In 2008, competitive intelligence/risk assessment ranked as the second most important communications resource planned for 2009 by 22% of CCOs, close behind social media (28%). In 2010, only 9% of CCOs expect it to be a growth resource in the upcoming year, ranking very low on the list of CCO priorities.



• 



Significantly fewer CCOs in 2010 report environmental responsibility as a growing function compared to 2008. Social responsibility remained flat. These corporate citizenship issues are no less important now to boards, customers and investors than they were before the recession and surge of social media. COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS & FUNCTIONS EXPECTED TO INCREASE MOST DRAMATICALLY IN THE UPCOMING YEAR 2008



2010 Social media/blogging (41%)



Social media/blogging (28%) Corporate reputation (25%) Competitive intelligence/risk assessment (22%)



Corporate reputation (20%)



Media relations (18%) Corporate website (18%) Media relations (16%) Corporate branding (14%) Internal website (13%)



Internal communications (11%)



Internal communications (11%)



Environmental responsibility (11%) Social responsibility (10%)



Corporate branding (10%) Social responsibility (10%) Government relations (10%) Corporate website (10%) Competitive intelligence/risk assessment (9%) Internal website (9%) Marketing communications (8%)



Government relations (5%) Environmental responsibility (4%) Marketing communications (3%)
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How CCOs Differ Regionally • 



North American CCOs are the most tenured, surpassing European CCOs by two and a half years and APAC CCOs by five years.



• 



European CCOs are the most likely to report to the CEO.



• 



The CCO’s best interdepartmental ally is different in each market. North American CCOs are most likely to claim their top ally is the CEO, which may be why they also rank the CEO’s opinion among their most important effectiveness measures.



• 



In general, it seems that APAC CCOs* place more value on external recognition than other CCOs. They measure communications effectiveness primarily through media analysis: favourability of coverage, value of impressions, and the number of company mentions in the media. Awards and recognition are also a top measurement indicator in APAC. Unlike their peers in North America and Europe, APAC does not count employee satisfaction/engagement or leadership’s opinion of communications as effectiveness measures (both of which are internal voices) among its top three metrics.



• 



Given the importance of media in assessing the success of communications in APAC, it’s not surprising that deep media relationships are considered among the top requirements necessary for tomorrow’s successful CCOs more so in APAC than elsewhere.



• 



North American CCOs are the most likely to have experienced a social media threat to their companies’ reputations in the past year. They are also the most likely to feel well-prepared for dealing with such threats. By far, APAC CCOs are the least confident in their preparedness, although many (52%) are striving to formalise their social media efforts.



HOW CCOs DIFFER BY REGION North America



Europe



85 months



55 months



24 months



Report to CEO



42%



74%



50%



Top organisational ally



CEO



Investor Relations



Marketing



Average tenure as CCO



Measuring communications effectiveness (top 3 most important metrics) Qualifications for future CCOs (top 3 most important)



APAC*



• Media coverage favourability • Media coverage favourability • Media coverage favourability • Media impressions • Employee satisfaction/ • Employee satisfaction/ • Number media/online engagement engagement mentions (tie) • CEO’s gut feel • Media impressions • Awards/recognition (tie) • Business/financial • Crisis/issues management • Business/financial experience • New/social media experience • Business acumen • Business acumen (tie) • Business acumen • Crisis/issues management (tie) • Deep media • Persuasiveness • New/social media (tie) relationships (tie)



Social media differences… Added social media/blogging function during past year



41%



32%



52%



Experienced social media threat during past year



41%



27%



29%



Prepared to deal with a social media threat



43%



30%



14%



* Caution: very small sample
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The Spencer Stuart/Weber Shandwick research provides quantitative evidence on where the CCO role stands today and how it is expected to evolve. The study reinforces the fact that when many organisations endure critical times, CEOs increasingly look to CCOs for strategic crisis communications and their ability to quickly react to a variety of scenarios. Like never before, CEOs are depending on CCOs to help steady their company reputations and calm their stakeholders. We will continue to track their progress. About The Rising CCO The Rising CCO III surveyed 127 senior corporate communications professionals from companies based in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. Seventy-eight per cent of respondents work in global Fortune 500 companies. The survey was conducted online May and June 2010. Respondents included individuals with titles such as Chief Communications Officer, Head of Corporate Communications, Senior VP Communications, Head of Corporate Marketing, and Global Chief Public Affairs Officer.



To learn more about our The Rising CCO research, please contact: George Jamison Corporate Communications Practice Leader Spencer Stuart 203.324.6333 [email protected] www.spencerstuart.com
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Leslie Gaines-Ross Chief Reputation Strategist Weber Shandwick 212.445.8302 [email protected] www.webershandwick.com
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Approximately one-third of global CCOs (34%) report that their companies experienced a social media- based reputation threat during the past 12 months. Yet, just as many - 33% ... expect it to be a growth resource in the upcoming year, ranking very l
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new realities II - Weber Shandwick 

Bezugsgruppen aussieht. Suchen Sie mit uns gemeinsam den â€žInciteâ€œ, der Sie vom. Publisher zum Joint Venture macht. Lernen Sie, was Engagement fÃ¼r Ihre ...
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Las claves de un año electoral - Weber Shandwick 

1 may. 2015 - 2015 se presenta como el año en que se renovarán prácticamente todos los cargos electos de los órganos de
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New Realities â€“ New Normal Eine neue ... - Weber Shandwick 

Langfristige Investitionen: Autos, Finanzprodukte, Versicherungen, Computer ... Online-Befragung. Zufallsstichprobe. AnteilsgemÃ¤ÃŸe ... Gen Y (Alter 18-24).
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ESPERANZA RISING 

reading texts that have reading demand of 925L through 1185L to be college and career ready by the end of Grade 12. ESPE
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Osaka Rising 

1 Bass drum. 2 Snare ... Keyboard Line L (Klinke) â€“ um die Bassfrequenzen separat regeln zu kÃ¶nnen. 14. 14. opt. ... Bei RÃ¼ckfragen Drums: Tom Walther, Tel.
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weber 

06.07.2018 - Du erreichst uns online, per Telefon und auf vielen anderen Wegen. ...... reinigst, kÃ¶nnen sie allerdings auf dein Grillgut fallen. 1) LÃ¶se das ...
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Rising Currents - BauNetz 

26.03.2010 - Ernst Scheidegger reiste in den 1950er. Jahren insgesamt ... Original-SeitenentwÃ¼rfe von Ernst. Scheidegger aus ... (Uli Meyer). â€žChandigarh ...
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Weber Q 140 - Weber Grills 

eléctrico Weber® que não tem defeitos de material e mão-de-obra a partir da data em que foi adquirido, da seguinte forma
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The Phoenix Rising AWS 

are reminiscent of Victoria's heartrending O vos omnes while yet always being ... His Contemporaries. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 8-21. .... Lassus, tandis que les fulgurantes suspensions, la complexitÃ© de la texture et les phr
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Pressetext Pluto Rising 

Pluto Rising. Berlin 2015. Die deutsche Weltstadt erblÃ¼ht, hin zu einer Metropole, in der sich GegensÃ¤tze vereinen. Dort, wo Menschen unterschiedlichster ...
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Rising Currents - BauNetz 

26.03.2010 - die FÃ¤den der Planung von Paris aus .... Architecture Research Office with Lizzie Hodges, Marianne Koch, James Smith, and Michael Tantala.
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Weber-Stephen 

15.02.2018 - www.facebook.com/WeberGrills.DE.AT.CH · www.youtube.com/user/WeberStephenGrills. Weber-Stephen auf einen Blick: Verantwortlich fÃ¼r ...
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Weber Way hautnah: Zwei Weber Handelspartner 

04.12.2015 - Weitere Informationen zu Weber im Internet unter www.weber.com und bei Facebook www.facebook.com/WeberGrills.DE.AT.CH.
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GaSGrill - Weber 

m WARNUNG. 1. Lagern oder arbeiten Sie nicht mit leicht entflammbaren Gasen oder FlÃ¼ssigkeiten in der NÃ¤he diese GerÃ¤tes. 2. In der NÃ¤he dieses GerÃ¤tes ...
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Weber mit 

Ingelheim, KÃ¶ln, 13. August 2015. Hochgenuss mit Weber-Stephen: Der Grillexperte ist am 29. und 30. August 2015 mit der Attraktion â€žWeber Grilling in the Skyâ€œ ...
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Die (Weber) 

26.09.2018 - eventuell verwendete Kabeltrommel vollstÃ¤ndig abrollen. Vorheizzeit von 15 Minuten beachten! 2. Deckel drauf. Grillen Sie mit geschlossenem ...
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Die Marke Weber weiterentwickeln: Simone Weber ist 

03.08.2016 - Sie tritt die Nachfolge von Marc-André Palm an, der inzwischen die EMEA-weiten. Marketingaktivitäten von Weber-Stephen leitet. In dieser ...
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esperanza rising 

reading texts that have reading demand of 740L through 1010L to be college and career ready by the end of Grade 12. ESPE
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gasgrill - Weber 

Stephen Products Co. an die Kundendienstabteilung von Weber-Stephen Products Co. ... JARN & GLER WHOLESALE EHF ... Broughton Hall Business Park.
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Der einzigartige Weber Way hautnah: Neuer Weber 

10.03.2016 - 1952 erfand George Stephen den Weber Kugelgrill und revolu- tionierte damit die Ã„ra des Grillens. 60 Jahre spÃ¤ter besitzt das familiengefÃ¼hrte ...
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Guía del Votante - Bay Rising 

1 nov. 2016 - propuesta permite que la corporación Lennar acelere la construcción de oficinas en el antiguo astillero, s
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WEBER POULTRY ROASTER 178714 

must be prepaid. Weber will return parts to the purchaser, freight or postage prepaid. This Limited Warranty does not cover any failures or operating difficulties ...
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Mit Weber am Ball 

08.05.2014 - Association (SBA) bewertet die Ergebnisse der Grill-Amateure nach ... Informationen zu Weber im Internet unter http://www.weber.com und bei ...
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